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Getting Started in Commodities

A Handy Road Map To Making Moneyin The Commodities Market Getting Started In
Commodities "Having already proven his success as an options strategist and expert
trader, George Fontanills reveals that he actually made his start in the world of
commodities and futures, and presents a book that is easily digested by the novice trader
yet still holds value for experienced traders. Fontanills applies the same reason and logic
that has given his options analysis its distinctive edge, covering diverse topics in relation
to commodities such as futures, ETFs, and fundamental and technical analysis. Pay
particular attention to the distinctive risk management approach that has become his
trademark." -John-Paul Drysdale, CEO, HUBB Financial Group "George Fontanills brings
an options guru's spin to the commodities markets. This kind of 'risk managed'
perspective makes this book a must-read for any commodities trader." -Alex Jacobson,
Vice President of Education, International Securities Exchange "Since futures are a
leveraged investment, it's critical to understand the risks and rewards of trading these
instruments. George Fontanills applies his risk management philosophy in this must-read
book for individual investors who are interested in participating in the commodities
markets." -Christopher Larkin, Vice President, E*TRADE Securities
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